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HOW MANY PLASTIC FOO/) w1<APPE1<S /)O wE ~ET 

THl(Otf~H IN A bAY? ENO"f~H To covE1< THE 
f<ITCHEN TABLE - MAYBE EvEN Yotfl( 

BEbl(OOM FLool(? 

ANb How cAN wE 1<EbtfCE THE AMotfNT oF 
PLAST1c wASTE wE TH1<ow AwAY? THE1<E's oNLY 

oNE wAY To FINI) OtfT... 

by measuring the size of different food wrappers and working 
out their area - and by estimating areas covered by the 

collected wrappers 

LET'S ~ET 

hint 
The easiest way to work out the area of a rectangular 
object is to measure its width and length and multiply 
them together. The answer is the area in cm 2! 



Once you've spent a day collecting sweet wrappers, crisp 
packets, fizzy drink labels etc, you're ready to go. First, lay out all 
the wrappers on the floor - don't leave any gaps between them! 
Then, work out the area covered by all the wrappers together. 

Once you have the final number, multiply by 365 to work out the 
area covered by all the plastic wrappers you use in a year. 
Dividing by 10,000 will change your answer from cm 2 to m 2

. 

Is it bigger than 7,140 m 2? That's the size of a football field!

1-,-~·•¥-~·did you know? L.~~ 

The average room size in UK homes is about 15 m 2 
• The biggest room in 

Buckingham Palace is a whopping 658 m 2 
- that's almost 45 times as 

big. You'd need a lot of plastic wrappers to cover that much space! (The 
Queen probably wouldn't be very happy about it either) 

TIME To MEASr.,1<E 

food for thought 
How do you feel about the area covered by the wrappers after just one 
day? Was it more or less than you expected? 
What size area would the wrappers cover after one week - or one month? 
What's the problem with plastic wrappers? 
And how can you reduce the amount you use? 
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how could you 
reduce how many 
of these you use? 

MAYBE WE COLfLl> BLfY 
oNE BI~ PAcl<ET ANl> 

l>lvll>E TI-IE Cl(ISPS 
LfP INTO SNAC/< BoxEs 




